Global Collaboration of Forensic Scientists
The International Criminal Investigative Training Assistance Program (ICITAP-DOJ) and
The American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS)

Please Join Us for a No Fee Webinar: Aquatic Investigations & Document Examinations ... not just Handwriting
18, May 2022 11-1:00 pm Eastern Time US (15:00 UTC)

UTC-time | San Francisco | Washington DC | Sydney | Mexico City | Abu Dhabi | Tehran | Cape Town | Singapore | Delhi | Kuala Lumpur | London | Tashkent
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Wed 7:00 am | Wed 10:00 am | Thu 2:00 am | Wed 9:00 am | Wed 7:00 am | Wed 7:00 pm | Wed 5:00 pm | Wed 11:00 pm | Wed 11:00 pm | Wed 11:00 pm | Wed 11:00 pm | Wed 11:00 pm | Wed 11:00 pm

Mark Mogle, ICITAP Assistant Director for Forensics - Welcome
Mark’s initiatives focus on the development of international forensic laboratories to include accreditation, implementation of new technologies, and laboratory management. Prior to joining ICITAP in 2005, Mark served fourteen years with the Pennsylvania State Police Bureau of Forensic Services. He is a member of the AAFS and the American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors.

Co-Chairs of the Global Collaboration of Forensic Scientists Barry Fisher, AAFS Past President and Dr. Laura L. Liptai, AAFS Secretary – Introduction of Speakers
Mr. Fisher retired as the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department crime laboratory director in 2009 after a 40 year career. He served as president of the AAFS, ASCLD and IAFS. Fisher holds an MS degree in chemistry and an MBA.

Co-Chairs of the Global Collaboration of Forensic Scientists Barry Fisher, AAFS Past President and Dr. Laura L. Liptai, AAFS Secretary – Introduction of Speakers
Dr. Liptai, President of BioMedical Forensics (Orlando, FL & Moraga (SF), CA) specializes in BioMedical Engineering analysis of the mechanics of human trauma. She served as President of the International Board of Forensic Engineering Sciences, President of the Society of Forensic Engineers and Scientists, & UCD BME board chair.

Andrea Zaferes, Aquatic Abuse and Homicide – recognition, scene processing, documentation, and investigation
Females are the majority victim gender of aquatic homicides. Incidents of nonfatal aquatic abuse of women and children in domestic violence, sex trafficking, sexual assaults, and child maltreatment are commonly missed. Criminalists are rarely trained how to process aquatic scenes that range from buckets, baths, showers, and toilets, to lakes, rivers and oceans. Law enforcement are at an equal disadvantage at identifying and investigating these gender-biased crimes that are more prevalent than currently recognized.

Dr. Linton Mohammed, Forensic Document Examiner
Forensic Document Examination...not just Handwriting
Dr. Linton Mohammed has been a Forensic Document Examiner for more than 30 years in the Caribbean, England, and the US. He is the author of, “Forensic Examination of Signatures”, and the co-author of, “The Neuroscience of Handwriting Applications for Forensic Document Examination.”

Timothy A. Campbell, Forensic Document Examiner
Electronic Signatures – Examining a Modern Tradition
Timothy Campbell, BSc, has been a Forensic Document Examiner for more than 20 years at the Center of Forensic Sciences in Toronto and the Canada Border Services Agency in Ottawa. He has contributed two chapters to the 2020 book “Forensic Document Examination in the 21st Century.”

For membership information in the AAFS see
https://www.aafs.org/aaafs/Membership/AAFS/Membership/Membership.aspx?hkey=e3557550-2235-41e6-81b3-61c527115aca or email Cheryl Hunter for more information at chunter@aafs.org

Free access to the AAFS Reference Series, likely the largest collection of case study research worldwide, is available for free. Go to https://webdata.aafs.org/RefLibrary/Ref_Search/Search.aspx to search the author or topic of your choice. The AAFS Reference Library is also found in the Library of Congress of the United States.